Dog / Dog Interactions Supplemental Questionnaire

When do the problematic interactions occur? (circle all that apply)
- On leash
- Off leash
- Behind fences (fence fighting with another dog)

Has your dog ever lived with another dog?
- Yes
- No

*If yes, was the situation successful?
- All of the time
- Most of the time
- Rarely

*Please describe the unsuccessful situations. Did the problems occur (circle all that apply)
- Around food / rawhide / toys
- Around dog beds / couch / other favorite resting places / doorways
- When one dog received attention and the other dog approached

Does your dog currently play or interact companionably with any other dogs?
If yes, please describe including number of playmates / companions.

Does your dog have any history of playing with other dogs?
- Yes
- No

*If yes, please describe the history:
- Played at dog park with new dogs
- Played with specific known playmates only
- Played with other resident dog only

*What was the length of play history before problem began?
- Played well with other dogs for several years
- Played well for months until problem began
- Played well for days until problem began

How does your dog react to seeing other dogs?
- Appears wildly excited, but fighting occurs upon meeting
• Appears fearful of other dogs
• Usually ignores or seems uninterested until other dog is too close, then lunges and growls

How does your dog interact with new dogs upon meeting them?
• Dog is not allowed to interact with new dogs
• Dog is pickier about play partners now, plays less than he used to, and will snap and snarl if uninterested in playing
• Dog plays well unless there is food, a toy, or chew bone around
• Appears excited, but fighting occurs when they meet
• Seems fearful, hides, snaps, bares teeth
• Usually plays, but sometimes targets a specific dog and repeatedly harasses
• Begins to play, but fighting breaks out after a few minutes
• Treats other dog as “prey” and will attempt to harm, maim, or kill other dog